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CANADIANS CUT BACK IN 2023 

AND PLAN TO CONTINUE CUTS IN 2024
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HOW CANADI ANS  PLAN TO  C O PE  I N  2024

1. Cutting back 
on dining out

2. Looking at flyers 
for sales

3. Putting off 
purchases like 
new clothes

4. Cutting back 
on 
entertainment

5. Cutting down 
on holiday 
spending

TOP
5
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46%

44%
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The number one action Canadians

took in 2023 to deal with inflation

was to cut back on dining out, with

over half (57%) opting for this

strategy. Other common ways

Canadians dealt with inflation in

2023 included using flyers to find

sales (53%), postponing non-

essential purchases (47%), spending

less on entertainment (46%), and

curbing holiday expenditure (44%).

Canadians are preparing to continue making

changes to their budgets in 2024 in order to deal

with the ongoing increases in cost of living due to

inflation. Just over half (53%) of Canadians plan

to cut back on dining out in 2024, making it the

most popular way they plan to deal with higher

prices. Looking at flyers for sales (48%) followed

closely by cutting back on entertainment (45%),

putting off purchases like new clothing (42%),

and cutting down on holiday spending (42%)

round out the top five ways Canadians plan to

deal with the increasing cost of living. More

middle-aged Canadians between 35 and 54

plan to dine out less frequently in 2024 (62% vs.

53% of 55+, 44% of 18-34). Meanwhile, older

Canadians 55+ seem to prefer browsing flyers

(58% vs. 47% of 35-54, 34% of 18-34). Only one in

ten (10%) Canadians don’t plan on making any

changes to their behaviour in 2024 because of

the higher cost of living.

1 Cutting back 

on dining out 2 Looking at

flyers for sales 3 Cutting back on 

entertainment 4 Putting off purchases 

like new clothing 5 Cutting down on 

holiday spending
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Cutting back on entertainment

Cutting back on dining out

Cutting back on travel outside 
the country

Cutting back on travel inside 
the country

More carpooling/fewer car trips

Cutting back on organized sports 
for my kids

Switched my regular grocery store 
for one I think is cheaper

Looking at flyers for sales

Using a couponing or sale app 
to save money

Eating less meat

Pausing on saving for retirement

Dipped into my personal savings 
to make ends meet

Considered moving somewhere with a 
lower cost of living than where I live now

Buying fewer fresh fruits and vegetables

Putting off purchases like 
new clothing, etc.

Telling my kids "no" more often

L OOKING BA C K AND LO O KI NG  AHE AD
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DID IN 2023 WILL DO IN 2024

46%

57%

27%
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13%
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32%
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15%
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Using money I was setting aside 
for retirement

Delayed or did not renew 
a medical prescription

Accessing food banks

Made purchases through mcro payments 
rather than one-time payment

Putting off buying a home

Cut down on holiday spending

Putting off starting a family 
or growing your family

Delaying retirement

Delaying a wedding or other major 
celebration/event

Downsizing my home

Moving somewhere cheaper

Participating in “Buy Nothing” Day

Participating in “Pay-it-Forward” 
trade groups

Putting more money into savings

Postponing or cancelling vacations

None of the above

L OOKING BA C K AND LO O KI NG  AHE AD
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DID IN 2023 WILL DO IN 2024
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These are some of the findings of an Ipsos poll conducted between December 8th to 11th, 

2023, on behalf of Global News. For this survey, a sample of 1,000 Canadians aged 18+ was 

interviewed. Quotas and weighting were employed to ensure that the sample’s 

composition reflects that of the Canadian population according to census parameters. 

The precision of Ipsos online polls is measured using a credibility interval. In this case, the 
poll is accurate to within ± 3.8 percentage points, 19 times out of 20, had all Canadians 

aged 18+ been polled. The credibility interval will be wider among subsets of the 

population. All sample surveys and polls may be subject to other sources of error, including, 

but not limited to coverage error, and measurement error.

For more information on this news release, please contact:

Sean Simpson

Senior Vice President, Ipsos Public Affairs Canada 

+1 416 324 2002

Sean.Simpson@ipsos.com

ABOUT THE STUDY

Ipsos is the world’s third largest market research company, present in 90 markets and 

employing more than 18,000 people.

Our passionately curious research professionals, analysts and scientists have built unique 

multi- specialist capabilities that provide true understanding and powerful insights into the 

actions, opinions and motivations of citizens, consumers, patients, customers or employees. 

We serve more than 5000 clients across the world with 75 business solutions.

Founded in France in 1975, Ipsos is listed on the Euronext Paris since July 1st, 1999. The 

company is part of the SBF 120 and the Mid-60 index and is eligible for the Deferred 

Settlement Service (SRD).
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